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Case Study

The Northumberland Church of England Academy 
is a Multi-Academy Trust comprising of;

•  Dukes Secondary School, including sixth form

•  Bishop’s Primary School 
(6 schools including early years provision)

•  Warkworth CoE Primary School

•  The Castle All Age Special School

The main site in Ashington, Northumberland, houses 
The Dukes School, Castle School and Bishop’s Primary 
Josephine Butler. 

There are a further 3 primary/ early years campus 
across Ashington and a further 3 campus’ in 
Newbiggin By the Sea, Lynemouth and Warkworth. 
Excluding Warkworth, which joined the MAT in 2020, 
all of the school sites are located in wards which are 
within the most 20% most deprived wards within 
England and within the top 15 most deprived wards 
in Northumberland.

In July 2018, the Northumberland Church of England Academy converted from an all-
through single academy trust, into a multi-academy trust known as the NCEA Trust. Duke’s 
Secondary School continues to use the same school identification number as the previous 
all-through academy, and published data from before 2018/19 will incorporate all aspects 
of what are now three separate schools.

There are approximately 2700 pupils enrolled across the 
MAT, with approx. 1200 of these within the secondary 
school. The school facilities are very modern, having been 
constructed in 2012. In Newbiggin By the Sea, Lynemouth 
& Warkworth there is limited access to leisure facilities 
beyond the school and in Ashington whilst there is a 
leisure centre & community Sports facility (Hirst Welfare 
Centre), there is limited outdoor facilities which the school 
has available.

NCEA has been letting its facilities for a number of years, 
predominantly at the Dukes School & Castle School in 
Ashington. The main hirers are sports clubs using the 4G 
pitch, football pitches and sports fields and the indoor 
full size sports hall. Although they have also let indoor 
space, including the school hall and hydrotherapy pool to 
local sports clubs, such as karate and exercise groups and 
slimming clubs.

Lettings were originally managed in house, with trust staff 
having responsibility for organising bookings, collecting 
payments, and to open, close and clean the site as 
required. However, following two redundancy rounds the 
trust appointed SLS, a specialist school lettings service, 
to manage all aspects of the lettings on a profit share 
basis. This profit share generated a level of income which 
supported the Trust’s income targets.

Unfortunately, the impact of the pandemic in 2020 has 
resulted in an unsustainable business model for SLS, which 
was placed into administration on 31 July 2020. This left 
the school with a major headache and a very small time 
frame to develop a new operating model ahead of the 
new academic year. 

The MAT business manager contacted Active Solutions, 
who are the consultants engaged by RISE_NE to provide 
specific support to schools and is part of the OSF project 
in August 2020 asking for support. Community Fitness 
Network part of the Active Solutions consortium were 
identified to provide support to the MAT to develop an 
offer and ensure the facilities could remain available for 
community use.

The initial discussions were focused on supporting the 
MAT to develop a viable offer which would see them safely 
through the somewhat cloudy waters immediately ahead, 
whilst allowing them to build a platform which maximises 
both local community engagement and available revenue 
over the longer term.  

The focus for discussions was the desire to;

•  Increase Community engagement - ncea want to 
be good neighbours and to be seen as part of the 
community.

•  Increased chances for local people to participate in 
sport & physical activity, in a demographic area with 
traditionally poor levels of health and fitness.

•  Increased chances for local people to attend events, 
potentially increasing cultural capital, in an area of high 
deprivation.

•  Additional employment opportunities for local 
people.8C734.06,1973.55,865.03,2000,1000,2000

•  Increased profits available for use by the trust in a time 
of funding crisis.
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Booking System

The trust currently uses School Bookings for all internal 
space reservations. This system has a feature which would 
allow the school to upgrade for a reasonable additional 
cost. The setup fee for this is free and comes with a 
wealth of support.

This would allow for online payments using STRIPE, which 
can be linked to the bank account for the subsidiary and 
hirers can then make payments direct from their invoice. 
This will provide an effective way of collecting payments 
and reducing admin to ensure that the roles to facilitate 
these changes have a focus on generating revenue.

Income

A business plan was developed with the MAT which identified income to be generated from;

The Solution

The Trust, now in a strong position and growing, has made 
the decision to take the lettings and community activities 
back in house. A new infrastructure was developed and 
introduced to the Board of Trustees for approval.

Resources would be required in terms of people, systems 
and administrative costs. The business model requires two 
to three staff members. 

They would form a small Community Development Team 
to drive the community offer who will supported of the 
Trust’s Marketing and Communications Manager.

Post 1  
Service Delivery Manager

The Service Delivery Manager is a mixture of keyholder, 
cleaner and on-site contact for hirers in the event of 
problems arising. It’s envisaged this would be a full time 
role on the ‘backshift’ in term time and a more flexible 
basis during school holidays. 

This role would be responsible for facilitating all lettings 
outside of school hours. It would most likely be filled 
from a couple of people working less than one FTE each, 
enabling us to cover more antisocial hours (up to10pm 
and weekends) and cover holiday periods.

Post 2  
Community Development Manager

The Community Development Manager is very much a 
community based role, but includes responsibility for the 
administration of lettings including booking, payments 
and all social media and marketing. This role would work 
closely with the trusts Marketing and Communications 
Marketing. 

This role would also support fundraising efforts and 
be involved in innovative ways to increase revenue 
through the trading subsidiary; as well as building strong 
community relationships in the immediate and wider 
community.

Use of the indoor and outdoor facilities for community use. This will include maximising existing hire 
relationships and forging new ones from reaching out to the wider community. This will make up the 
majority of the revenue. This may include one off events such as conferences. There are sports clubs 
using the 3G and grass pitches and the sports hall, and organisations such as weight loss clubs.

There are a number of large usable spaces within the school that could be used for regular or one-
off events such as training and conferences, presentation evenings (for sports clubs), music or food 
festivals or even family events such as weddings or christenings.

Enhancing the offering for existing service users might see pop up cafés at peak times and larger 
hires. This in an enterprise opportunity which could be facilitated by 6th form students. This is 
a small income stream which may be considered once the facilities hire is stable and running 
efficiently.

Facilities 
Hire

Organised 
Events

Pop Up 
Services

The Trust, now in a strong 
position and growing
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Outcomes

After a positive response from the Board of Trustees, 
a Community Development Manager is now in post for 
NCEA with the booking system fully operational and a 
4 month marketing support package to implement the 
launch of JB Community Hub.

The marketing officer has transformed the school’s 
social media channels, utilising these as more than a 
communication tool for parents and instead, using 
different platforms to promote different items, 
for example linkedin is used to promote corporate 
information whereas Facebook is used to promote 
community information.

The school website has also been transformed and there 
is now information clearly visible on the facilities available 
and how these can be booked.

Due to the restrictions of the pandemic, the MAT has 
only been able to hire with changing restrictions, which 
caretakers of the school have facilitated in the short term. 
However, this post will be filled once the school are able 
to reopen their facilities and a community engagement 
plan has been developed in house for execution once 
there is a relaxation in restrictions.

The Community Development Manager is now 
successfully been recruited and is now in post. This 
position is being supported by the marketing support 
package to implement the strategy developed and to roll 
out in 2021 as restrictions lift.

Community Fitness Network 
Comment

 NCEA were thrown in to a precarious position which 
could have resulted in an entire loss of substantial 
income for the MAT. Working quickly with the Director 
of Finance and Central Service to develop a robust plan 
to minimise the impact. 

Whilst dealing with a fluid situation, it was a very 
exciting time for the MAT. Their facilities are the best in 
the area and the opportunity was ready to be grasped, 
to establish the facilities as a separate community 
focused hub” The facilities are so vast that potential is 
endless 

After a positive response 
from the Board of Trustees, 
a Community Development 
Manager is now in post for 
NCEA with the booking system 
fully operational and a 4 month 
marketing support package to 
implement the launch of JB 
Community Hub.

Brand

The recommendation of the work was to develop 
of a new brand for the specific use of community 
engagement around school hours. JB Community 
Hub will be marketed and ran as a separate entity 
from the school. 

The short term launch of the JB Community Hub 
brand will see 3 months of marketing support 
provided within this project. Social Plus, supported 
by Community Fitness Network will build a social 
media campaign to support the transition in to 
managing facilities in house, and create and deliver 
all online content until March 2021.

They will also support the hand over to the 
Trust’s Marketing Manager and the Community 
Development Manager. One of the key areas which 
has been identified in brand communication, is to 
ensure that not only are potential hirers identified 
and targeted, but that the wider community 
understands what activities are available for 
participation at JB Community Hub. 

The social media strategy will see a combination of 
posts which enhances the business of the regular 
hirers, adding to the value of their hire fee.
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